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Phone
numbers
to be
exhausted
by 2001
"We're starting a
year early. People
in this dialing area
can now dial both
the seven and the
10 digits."
BETH GIANFORCARO.
SPOKESPERSON FOR THE PUBLIC
UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO
By Amylo L Brown
STAFF WRITER

Tattoos date to
beginning of time
elitist, Myer said from that point,
it then became a big thing among
Ranging back lo the limes of sailors, as tattoos of anchors and
(he Ancient Egyptians, the tattoo boats were being drawn.
It was a rich trend from the
has been a part of worldwide
culture for more than 3,000 years. 1400's to the 1600's, and in our
According to Even Myers, time v. - have seen a lot of sailor
owner of Extreme Tattoos, forms work." Myers said.
It has been the 1900s that has
of this type of body art can be
traced back to over a million seen major changes in the popularity of the tattoo, from decade to
years ago.
"People have been scarring decade.
"It took a crazy upswing in the
each other for millions of years,"
he said, referring to the scarifica- 60's and had a major resurgence,
tion process used on the South then died out in the 70's. In the
80's, it started to come hack into
Pacific.
The first known form of tattoo- its own right," Plotner said.
According to Myers, the 1990s
ing, however, is from the Ancient
have seen the biggest boom,
Egyptian era. •
"Egyptians used to use it exten- thanks, in large part, to MTV
sively as a sign of royalty," said becai ise it has helped to make it a
Jar-vie Plotner, owner of Living better known entity.
Plotner agreed, saying, "Thank
Canvas.
The modem tattoos began in you very much MTV"
Plotner said that^ie exposure
. the 1400'sancUvere seen as being
By Craig Bitford

CAMPUS EDITOR

MTV gave stars with tattoos,
made them more appealing to
the population.
"You cm only have so many
trends. If you are constantly
throwing something in their
faces, it's going to come along."
he said. "Our mind has become
so acclamated to it."
The tattoo itself has really
evolved over time. In the early
days, sailor tattoos were the popular thing. Now more choices,
according to Myer.
Some things that have been
done at Extreme Tattoo are a full
arm tattoo of the nutcracker and
large dragons.
While much has changed in
the tattoo industry, some has
stayed the same.
"Some tattoos that are requested are traditional, like eagles
hearts and banners," Myers said.

New technologies enable
more efficient tattoos
By Craig Gilford
CUMPgS CDIT0H

"In the last 10

years, there has
The tattoo industry has seen
great change over the course of been a big boom in
time.
tattooing."
The thing that has nia<!e
changes in the tattoo industry
possible has been the advances in
EVAN MYERS, MANAGER OF
technology.
EXTREME TATTOOS
Tattoo artists have benefited
from new technology. It speeds up the process of tattooing and
makes the job more efficient.
"In the last 10 years, there has been a big boom in tattooing,": said
Evan Myers, manager of I jttreme Tattoos.
One major change in technology has been in the types of tools that
are used to do the body art. A small fountain-pen-like object, with a
needle at the end, is used now to apply the images.
While it may be new, the machine is basically the same with a few
modifications.
"They are the actually tanoo machines that were used 100 years
ago," Myers said.
Because it is small, it is efficient to use and is effective in getting the
job done, Myers said.
Due to the improved quality of the needle, the finished designs
have a higher quality.
"The pigments and quality of the needle have helped to improve
design," Myers said.
Many pigments are now made from natural materials, preventing
the fading of the tattoo, which is visible in the tanoos of World War II
veterans.
T

Numbers are running out for
the 419 area code region.
In a little iess than a year,
Bowling Green residents will
be required to dial 10 digits
instead of seven to place a local
phone call.
"The area code will become
pan of the traditional phone
number."
said
Beth
Gianforcaro, spokesperson for
he
Public
Utilities
Commission of Ohio.
Seven-digit telephone numDers in the 419 area are expected to be exhausted by Dec. 1,
2001 because of increased use
of ceU phones, pagers, computer modems and fax
machines.
Until then, residents can
start practicing their dialing
skills.
"We're starting a year early,"
Gianforcaro said. "People in
this dialing area can now dial
both the seven and the 10 digits."'
Changes took place this
weekend.
"This is an opportunity for
consumers and businesses to
make the switch over,"
Gianforcaro said.
Starting early allows 311 services and security organizations to plan ahead for technical difficulties that may result
from the added phone numbers. Residents may also need
to reprogram their fax numbers and speed dialing, while
businesses may need to reprint
advertisements or business
cards.
Ten-digit dialing will be
mandatory for local calls next
December.
A new area code, 567, will
also be added to the 419 area to
combat the number of congestion problems. According to
the PUCO, the new area code
will not be assigned before
lanuary I, 2002 unless numbers are exhausted sooner. No
changes will be made lo the
local and long-distance calling
areas.
"History shows that that
telephone users have demonstrated an ability lo adapt well
to changes in dialing patterns,"
said PUCO Chairman Alan
Schriber.
The new area code should
not cause any confusion with
campus phone lines, according to Thomas Gross, switch
support technician for ITS.
"We have another exchange
reserved within the 419 area,"
he said.
Any calls made off-campus,
however, will require the 10digit dialing. Changes will soon
be made to the long distance
service in order to accommodfte the new dialing system.
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Coast Guard re-enacts "Christmas tree" voyages
1HC ASSOCIAKD PRESS

Associated Press Photo

SAILING: Seaman AJ. Kendall, of Pensacola, Fla., mans the watch on the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Mackinaw, as the ship approaches
Chicago's Navy Pier Friday. The cutter, homeported in Cheboygan, Mich., delivered Christmas trees to Chicago tor needy families as part of
a re-enactment of the city's famous Christmas Tree Ship.
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feel Sffi&tfife&t
Hours
Mon-Fri
9am -5pm
Saturday
9am-lpm

224 E.
Wooster
Bowling Green.
OH 43402

Jay Smith M.D.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2001
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
506 & 514 IN. Enterprise Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
.... and many more apartments
and houses

!

354-6166

A&nraBmnmnnk
Did ynu Jnow that only sii countries since iJSO are innm to hare
execute* prispners who were urfer It at the time ot the crime!
•Ira.
•NCtria
•fJiblu
•S** Arabia
•Yean
• UaM States •' M*rka

The U.S. has carried out the most junenile emutioii

Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast!
Cheek oul our website at www.wcnet.org/-glirental

Amnesty International is sponsoring a death penalty awareness
campaign. You can join us (or a Death Ptnalty Debate on
Tues.. Dec. 5th, 5-7 p.m. in BA 116

\ WARNING:
Finals are / coming...\
Are you
^ready???x
It's about

time.o get

involved
with Welcome Week

Remember VOUR first week
at BGSU7 Spring semester
will bring another group of
new BGSU students to
campus. Help them connect
with campus. An important
Welcome program will be:
New Student Welcome
Jan. 15, 2001
7:00p.m., 101 Olscamp
Look for more Welcome
events when you return
for spring.

WORRfSD ABOUT PAVMG

writer from Munising, Mich., who
has researched the voyage and
wrote a song about it last year.
The ship was seen briefly the
next day off Wisconsin's Door
Peninsula The crew was flying
distress flags, and the ship's sails
were tattered, but rescuers couldn't reach the ship, Behrend said.
The 200-ton schooner sank off
Two Risers, Wis.
Afterward, evergreen trees
occasionally floated to the surface in the area of the wreck.
Behrend said. A diver found the
wreckage in 1971.
Earlier this fall, a group of maritime history buffs approached
the Mackinaw about retracing
the route. Cmdr. Ion Nickerson
and his 75 crew members agreed.
"This is an opportunity for us
to do something for the community of Chicago and at the same
time provide positive exposure
for the Coast Guard," Nickerson
told the Alpena newspaper.
The cutter left Cheboygan early
Thursday for the trip to Chicago.
The 290-foot vessel had little
trouble in choppy waters and
light snow showers as it came
within 20 miles of the site where
the Rouse Simmons went down.
When it reached Chicago, the
Mackinaw received a warm welcome, as volunteer organizers
joined crew members in stringing
colored Christmas lights from the
cutter's bow to its stem. The trees
will be given to agencies to distribute to needy families.

A U.S. Coasl Guard cutter carrying Christmas trees for needy
Chicago-area families docked
safely Friday after retracing the illfated voyage of the original
"Christmas tree" ship 88 years
ago.
The cutter Mackinaw dropped
anchor at Navy Pier after a 24hour trip on Lake Michigan from
Cheboygan, Mich.
The original Christmas tree
ship was the Rouse Simmons, a
three-masted schooner that
brought Michigan evergreens to
Chicago every year from 1877
until it sank in a squall on Nov. 22,
1912. Its skipper, Herman
Schuenemann, and all 16 hands
were lost
A note found in a bottle found
by the U.S. Lifesaving Service, a
predecessor to the Coast Guard,
read: "Everybody goodbye. ... 1
guess we are through... God help
us."
Historians believe the note was
written by Schuenemann, known
to Chicagoans as Captain Santa
"When the Rouse Simmons
sank, it was a huge loss because
the ship had become a tradition,"
lane Munch, a Coast Guard
spokeswoman, told The Alpcna
(Mich.) News. "The whole city
welcomed Schuenemann every
time he pulled into the harbor."
During the 1912 passage, ice
started building heavily on the
ship's deck and on the freshly cut
trees that were lashed across it,
said Carl Behrend, a singer-song-

Office of Campus
Involvement
Upcoming Events:
Tuesday. Otc. S
Officer Transition Workshop
7 30-9 p.m., 104 Olscamp Hall
Wednesday. Dec. 6
Ofticer Transition Workshop
6-7 30 p m . 104 Olscamp Hall
Tuesday. Jan. 30, 2001
Sludent Organizations Showcase
Noon-4 p.m.. 101 Olscamp

Volunteer in the Office of
Student Life, 405 Student

YOUR BtUS?

Services Building.

UPS (M MOP if
Now conducting interviews on campus
Monday Dec. 4 and Tuesday Dec. 5
Career Services, 300 Saddlemire
Call 372-9294 to schedule an interview
Drop-ins Welcome!
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U//TA/ t/PS
a
Of! VISIT

CALL 4/9-89/-6S20
n/ivw.uPSJoes.coM

$8.50 to $9.50 /hour
3-5 hours/day
i Weekends & Holidays off
I

efr

I

men!

Q9P

204 South Hall • 372-2343
email: involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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I'm sure that all of you have
friends of the opposite sex (no
benefits

included).

So.

in

this

light, you know that the unspoken matter, hiding behind a corner waiting to scare the crap out
of you

is

this...Does anything

TOP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BOYS

transcend physical desire into a
spiritual and ideal mosh pit?
Psychologists say

yes.

most

41
42
43
44
47
SO
Si
54
56
58
59

AND GIRLS, ACCORDING TO

61
62
83
64

KRISTALYN AND HEATHER

65
66

people agree that asexual (platonic) relationships exist all the
lime.

However.

I

believe

that

there is always a little attraction
to that other person. I mean, any
friend you pick, you are attracted
to for some reason—intelligence,
camaraderie.

Whatever.

So here's a little scenario, we
have Jaync and J.T., the happygo-lucky compadres lost in the
land

of

Jayne

Platonic

&

J.T.

Bliss.

are

the

Now.
perfect

example of the want and necessity of an ideal chaste friendship
gone awry.
It all started one night at the
grease-pit we'll call The Werner

MONEY PENNY

King.
"Kcndra. I was staring at this
new

guy

over the

hotdog

fla-

vored water, and in the steam of
the

fiycr

he

was just

so gor-

geous." Jaync said
"Yeah, .ure he's cute . in that
drug dealer kind of way Jaynesteam or no steam." I replied
Now.

I

Actor Sean Connery
poses for photos with his
wife. Micheline
Roquebrune, at the premiere of his new movie
"Finding Forrester,"
Friday, Dec. 1,2000.

should mention that

from this day on. the two of them
spent every day with each other
(yep. that's right... puke on rm
shoes).

He

times a

would call

her six

day. around 5:30 am

when he is just getting ready to
go

to

bed

Hello!

for

Sleep

the

WORD OF THE DAY

TRIFLE

night/day.

during

normal

Pionounciation: 'trl-t&l

hours and socialize with (he rest

Function: noun

ol

Etymology: Middle English

the world and not jusl your

Sega Dreamcast.
Anyway,

Irulle, from Old French tru-

the

days

wore

on

and they cat. sleep and co-exist
with each other. Now, if I spent

fle mockery
Date: 13th century

thai much time with any given

1:something ot little value,

person besides Brad Pitt. I \u>uKI

substance, or importance;

stab myself with a dull pencil

2: a dessert of many vari-

Rash. I know, but hey. I have a

eties including plain or

phobia

sponge cake, custard or

So. everything is going along

brandy.

fine and Jaync professes to her
friends that nothing could ever
even happen with J.T. because
they are merely friends. Besides,
boys don't like me like thai, and
neither do girls.

No,

it

surely

SAY WHAT?!?
"Is it raining? Is it

doesn't matter that Ihey sleep in
the

same

bed

together

every

snowing? Is a hurricane

night, knitting I'm sure
However, it wasn't long until
everything
Jaync

lie

changed.
there

and

J.T

and

talk

about

whether a bong alters the taste ol
the "juice" or not. Suddenly. J.T
slows

his

words,

a

martyr

lo

them, and breaking their under
stood Platonic Dogma, leans in
for the breaking wave that could
bring it all crashing down and get
sand in your shorts Is she into it?

a-blowing? Not a speck
of light is showing, so

the danger must be
growing. Are the fires of
Hell a-glowing? Is the
grisly reaper mowing?
Yes, the danger must be

Oh yeah.
Now. how do you think the
story

will end'

everything?

Will

Will

this

they

ruin

behave

differently? Will the fluidity and
case

with

before,

be

know

which

things

disrupted?
what

growing, For the rowers

Jealousy: Odds are, competition between guys
and girls for the same person is few and far
between. With girls however, the gloves come off
when that special hottie is within 10-feet. And that
bond of sisterhood? Whatever.
Maintenance: Guys get to wear the same pair of
jeans for a week straight and they still look good.
We wear the same pair more than once and everybody notices. What gives?
Bathroom Etiquette: Guys get to go around the
corner of the house whenever they need to.
Squatting, although a great quad workout, is not
as glamorous as it sounds.
Mood Swings: Guys have it too, but when that little week comes around, Satan rears his head. We're
sorry. Just don't push the buttons. Guys, learn how
and when to let things go.
Sex: Yes, girls fake it, that's because sometimes it's
easier than dealing with the fact that it takes a lot
to please us. Guys have it easy in that department,
or so we're told.
Partying: Girls always get drinks bought for us and
we're always on the guest lists. Sorry.
Walk of Shame: The morning after isn't a big deal
for boys because their barwear isn't any different
than their regular duds. Not fair.
Analyzing: "What's up?" is nothing more than a
greeting to men. To girls, however, it could turn
into an hour ordeal of figuring out the inflection,
tone and facial expressions.
Switch Hitting: It's chic for two ladies to lock lips.
In fact, guys kinda like it.
Pillow Fights: No, girls do not strip down to their
underwear and have "tickle/pillow fights." Sorry
Maverick, ain't gonna happen.
Burying the Hatchet: Girls forget nothing. We
remember back in junior high when that one girl
in homeroom, you know the one with the frizzy
hair, criticized our outfit and it was so mortifying.
Guys shake hands and it's all good. Why do we
obsess about these things? Geez.
Farts, Burps and Other Bodily Outbursts: It's a
constant punchline for guys but it's a major social
faux pas for girls. We eat Taco Bell too you know.
Intelligence: God forbid we know the answer and
they don't. Sorry, hunny, you are right.
Suppressing the Excitement: All we've got to say is
outdoor plumbing. Sometimes it's sexy forTHO
but it's never pretty to see the tent being pitched.

came

Let

you

keep on rowing."

me

think

WILLY WONKA

moorken@bgnet. bgsu.edu.
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Plus feature
Meat home?
Actor Hofcrook
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Unwanted pant
Duped
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Ready, willing
and
Chic* calls
Full hairpiece
While
broadcasting
Poibase
Laoo
Actor Keaion
Substitute
Ai equal amount
Come Carey
Ms Gardner
Composer Hector
Flowering snrubs
Appendage
Powerful chess
piece
Downpours
Sell-out tellers
Vehicular 180
Monotonous
monologue
Cured pork
English
assignment
Predatory
seabMds

(aces
7 Wrath
8 Son ol Adam
9 Nicaragua's
capital
10 Doing the samo
old same old
11 Vo-onca ol "Hill
Slroet Blues"
12 Isolated
13 Actor Bridges
21 Scottish loch
23 Sanitize
26 Inleno' deity
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29 Hog
30 Fnng
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32 That girl
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36 False story
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About to pimp yourself out for
the answer to 1 Across?
Fear not. faithful reader
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page. We think.

performer Joan
45 One and onfy
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47 Disconcert
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For the record, the Hockey
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No 1 team in the nation.
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That's pretty cool.

And that my friends is what we've discovered
after too many times out and about the Bowling
Green scene.
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Coast Guard re-enacts "Christmas tree" voyages
tut ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

SAILING: Seaman AJ. Kendall, of Pensacola, Fla., mans the watch on the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Mackinaw, as the ship approaches
Chicago's Navy Pier Friday. The cutter, homeported in Cheboygan, Mich., delivered Christmas trees to Chicago tor needy tamilies as part ot
a re-enactment of the city's famous Christmas Tree Ship.

I
I
I
I

Welcome fcacl WomlSe tteSwXT

A U.S. Coast Guard cutter carrying Christmas trees for needy
Chicago-area families docked
safely Friday after retracing the illfated voyage of the original
"Christmas tree" ship 88 years
ago.
The cutter Mackinaw dropped
anchor at Navy Pier after a 24hour trip on Lake Michigan from
Cheboygan, Mich.
The original Christmas tree
ship was the Rouse Simmons, a
three-masted schooner that
brought Michigan evergreens to
Chicago every year from 1877
until it sank in a squall on Nov. 22,
1912. Its skipper, Herman
Schuenemann, and all 16 hands
were lost
A note found in a bottle found
by the U.S. Lifesaving Service, a
predecessor to the Coast Guard,
read: "Everybody goodbye. ... I
guess we are through... God help
us."
Historians believe the note was
written by Schuenemann, known
to Chicagoans as Captain Santa
"When the Rouse Simmons
sank it was a huge loss because
the ship had become a tradition,"
lane Munch, a Coast Guard
spokeswoman, told The Alpcna
(Mich.) News. "The whole city
welcomed Schuenemann every
time he pulled into the harbor."
During the 1912 passage, ice
started building heavily on the
ship's deck and on the freshly cut
trees that were lashed across it,
said Carl Behrend. a singer-song-

writer from Munising, Mich., who
has researched the voyage and
wrote a song about it last year.
The ship was seen briefly the
next day off Wisconsin's Door
Peninsula. The crew was flying
distress flags, and the ship's sails
were tattered, but rescuers couldn't reach the ship, Behrend said.
The 200-ton schooner sank off
Two Rivers, Wis.
Afterward, evergreen trees
occasionally floated to the surface in the area of the wreck,
Behrend said. A diver found the
wreckage in 1971.
Earlier this fall, a group of maritime history buffs approached
the Mackinaw about retracing
the route. Cmdr. Ion Nickerson
and his 75 crew members agreed.
"This is an opportunity for us
to do something for the community of Chicago and at the same
time provide positive exposure
for the Coast Guard," Nickerson
told the Alpena newspaper.
The cutter left Cheboygan early
Thursday for the trip to Chicago.
The 290-foot vessel had little
trouble in choppy waters and
light snow showers as it came
within 20 miles of the site where
the Rouse Simmons went down.
When it reached Chicago, the
Mackinaw received a warm welcome as volunteer organizers
joined crew members in stringing
colored Christmas lights from the
cutter's bow to its stem. The trees
will be given to agencies to distribute to needy families.
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Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

if LEASING FOB FALL 2001
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
506 & 514 N. Enterprise Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
— and many more apartments
and houses
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•Sao* Arabia

at BGSU? Spring semester

•Ye«H

will bring another group of
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The U.S. has carried out the most jurenile executions.

Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast!

— Finals are
/ coming...\
Are you
/ready???"

Amnesty International is sponsoring a death penalty awareness
campaign. You can join us for a Death Penalty Debate on
Tues., Dec 5th, 5-7 p.m. in BA 116

new BGSU students to

Tuesday, Dec. 5
Officer Transition Workshop

campus. Help them connect

7:30-9 p m . 104 Olscamp Hall

with campus. An important
Welcome program will be:
New Student Welcome
Jan. 15, 2001
7:00p.m., 101 Olscamp
Look for more Welcome
events when you return
for spring.

WOfWiO ABOUT PAYMG

Volunteer In the Office of
Student Life, 405 Student

VOUR etus?

Services Building.

UPS CM HOPf!
Now conducting interviews on campus
Monday Dec. 4 and Tuesday Dec. 5
Career Services, 300 Saddlemire
Call 372-9294 to schedule an interview
Drop-ins Welcome!

SARA/ AA/D L£A#A/
HS/TH l/PS
(I
CALL 4t9-89f-6820
WH/M/.l/PSJOBS.COM

$8.50 to $9.50 /hour
3-5 hours/day
\ Weekends & Holidays off
I •T- I

(ups)

■j.

|

Wo,l«wlda
CHymptc_P»*ln»r

Office of Campus
Involvement
Upcoming Events:

Wednesday, Dec. 6
Officer Transition Workshop
6-7 30 p Ti, 104 Olscamp Hall
Tuesday, Jan. 30,2001
Student Organizations Showcase
Noon-4 p.m , 101 Olscamp
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Pillow
Talk and
Other
Musings

CROSSWORD
wvrw.bgnews.com/page3

"I'm only happy when it rains."

'■

16 Every last one

AND GIRLS, ACCORDING TO
KRISTALYN AND HEATHER

MONEY PENNY
Actor Sean Connery
poses (or photos with his
wife, Micheline
Roquebrune, at the premiere of his new movie
"Finding Forrester,"
Friday, Dec. 1,2000.

WORD OF THE DAY

TRIFLE
Pronounciation: 'trl-t&l
Function: noun
Etymology: Middle English
trufle, trom Old French trutle mockery
Date: 13th century
1:somethingot little value,
substance, or importance:
2: a dessert of many varieties including plain or
sponge cake, custard or
brandy.

SAY WHAT?!?
7s it raining? Is it
snowing? Is a hurricane
a-blowing? Not a speck
of light is showing, so
the danger must be
growing. Are the fires of
Hell a-glowing? Is the

61 Oownpojrs
62 Sel-oul letters
63 Vehicular 180
64 Monotonous
monologue
65 Cured pork
66 English
assignment
67 Predatcy
sea turns
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(aces
7 Wrath
8 Son of Adam
9 Ncatagua's
capital
10 Doing the samo
old same old
ii Veromca of "Hdl
Stroet Blues'
12 Isolated
13 Actor Bridges
21 Scotttshloch
23 Sanitize
26 Infeno' deity
28 Oustng from office
29 Hog
30 Fitting
31 Hyson or pekoe
32 Thai girl
36 Homer hitter^
36 False ffory
37Shpup
39 Armed conf-icl
40 Away from the
cantor
42 QuaHy-ng tests
43 Woodstock

Yes, the danger must be
keep on rowing."
WILLY WONKA
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PROBLEMS?
About to pimp yourself out for
the answer to 1 Across?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page We think.

Jealousy: Odds are, competition between guys
DOWN
and girls for the same person is few and far
49 T. Gart movie
1 Intforrt
performer Joan
51 Vowels
2 Marsh grass
between. With girls however, the gloves come off
45 One and only
52 Letter-lady White
3 Wise ones
4C Mommy's
53 Donkeys
4 Lat let-ender
when that special hottie is within 10-feet. And that
mommy
55 Olympus boss
47 Drsconoert
5 Soccer stdoimo
57 Common songbird
bond of sisterhood? Whatever.
48 MiSSKywry
plays
60 Pe-orj of no:e
6 One who mefces
Junpero
Maintenance: Guys get to wear the same pair of
jeans for a week straight and they still look good.
We wear the same pair more than once and every- OHIO WEATHER
Monday, December 4
body notices. What gives?
AccuWeathcr forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
Bathroom Etiquette: Guys get to go around the
—
MICH
corner of the house whenever they need to.
.
*
[Clwlmd ,41725
Squatting, although a great quad workout, is not
I Toledo 38/26
—-f
as glamorous as it sounds.
Mood Swings: Guys have it too, but when that litYouogitown 41/23Mansfield 37/22
.
tle week comes around, Satan rears his head. We're
sorry. Just don't push the buttons. Guys, learn how
and when to let things go.
Sex: Yes, girls fake it, that's because sometimes it's
• Columbus 40 m
/22
Dayton 42 123
easier than dealing with the fact that it takes a lot
to please us. Guys have it easy in that department,
or so we're told.
Partying: Girls always get drinks bought for us and
•
Cincinnati 40/23 "]
we're always on the guest lists. Sorry.
Walk of Shame: The morning after isn't a big deal
Portsmouth 43 /26
for boys because their barwear isn't any different
© 2000 AccuWeather, Inc
than their regular duds. Not fair.
Analyzing: "What's up?" is nothing more than a
&^ «o> £& •#* C£S» &? *&£■ &
Sonny Pt Cloudy Ckwfly
Showers T-MOims
Rain
Pkimos
Snow
!c*
greeting to men. To girls, however, it could turn
into an hour ordeal of figuring out the inflection,
\AsAs$ooairaPross
tone and facial expressions.
Switch Hitting: It's chic for two ladies to lock lips.
THREE-DAY FORECAST
In fact, guys kinda like it.
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Pillow Fights: No, girls do not strip down to their
underwear and have "tickle/pillow fights." Sorry
Maverick, ain't gonna happen.
Burying the Hatchet: Girls forget nothing. We
remember back in junior high when that one girl
Mostly
Mostly
Mostly
Cloudy
in homeroom, you know the one with the frizzy
Cloudy
Cloudy
hair, criticized our outfit and it was so mortifying.
High:32"
High: 27*
High: 32"
Guys shake hands and it's all good. Why do we
Low: 14"
Low: 14°
Low 27'
obsess about these things? Geez.
Farts, Burps and Other Bodily Outbursts: It's a
constant punchline for guys but it's a major social
ANSWERS
L
faux pas for girls. We eat Taco Bell too you know.
s
>
* ; s ■
s
n
:
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Intelligence: God forbid we know the answer and
n o
V
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: ! 1 Z * i
they don't. Sorry, hunny, you are right.
8
s
(;■.- \ V s
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Suppressing the Excitement: All we've got to say is
•
.
0
Hie
n
5
:
0
For the record, the Hockey
VI 1
s
n ■
outdoor plumbing. Sometimes it's sexy forTHO
team tied with the
■ \1 o-- Ulilil
• 1 8
No.
1
team
in
the
nation.
but it's never pretty to see the tent being pitched.
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39 Full hairpiece

TOP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BOYS

"

1

24
PiaJnes it.
25 Unwonted plant
27Djped
28 Bad name
X Greek capital
33 POWoosabty
34 Ready, wilfcog
and
38 CHICK cails

HalfBaked
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20 Immemorial
22 Thett

40 While
broadcasting
41 Poibasc
42 Laoel
43 Actor Keaton
44 Substitute
4 7 An equal amouni
50 Come Carey
51 Ms Gardner
54 Composer Hector
56 Howenng shrubs
58 Appendage
59 Powerful chess
pteco
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17 A/iist Degas
18 Davrsof-Treime
& Louise"
19 Cows call

KENDRA
MOORE
I'm sure thai all of you have
friends of the opposite sex (no
benefits included). So, in this
light, you know that the unspoken matter, hiding behind a corner waiting to scare the crap out
of you is this...Does anything
transcend physical desire into a
spiritual and ideal mosh pit?
Psychologists say yes, most
people agree that asexual (platonic) relationships exist all the
time. However, I believe that
there is always a little attraction
to that other person. I mean, any
friend you pick, you are attracted
to for some reason—intelligence,
camaraderie.. Whatever.
So here's a little scenario, we
have Jayne and J.T., the happygo-lucky compadrcs lost in the
land of Platonic Bliss. Now.
Jayne & J.T. are the perfect
example of the want and necessity of an ideal chaste friendship
gone awry.
It all started one night at the
grease-pit we'll call The Weiner
King
"Kcndra. I was staring at this
new guy over the hotdog flavored water, and in the steam of
the fryer he was just so gorgeous." Jayne said.
"Yeah, '.lire he's cute, in that
drug dealer kind of way Jaynestcam or no steam." I replied.
Now. I should mention that
from this day on. the two of them
spent every day with each other
(yep. that's right... puke on my
shoes). He would call her six
times a d;iy. around 5:30 am.
when he is just gelling ready to
go to bed for the night/day.
Hello! Sleep during normal
hours and socialize with the rest
of the world and not just your
Sega Dreamcasl.
Anyway, the days wore on
and they cat. sleep and co-exist
with each other. Now. if I spent
that much time with any given
person besides Brad Pitt. I would
stab myself with a dull pencil
Rash. I know, but hey. I have a
phobia.
So. everything is going along
fine and Jayne professes to her
friends that nothing could ever
even happen with J.T. because
they are merely friends. Besides,
boys don't like me like that, and
neither do girls. No. it surely
doesn't matter that they sleep in
the same bed together every
night, knitting I'm sure
However, it wasn't long until
everything changed. J.T. and
Jayne lie there and talk about
whether a bong alters the taste of
the "juice" or not. Suddenly. J.T.
slows his words, a martyr to
them, and breaking their understood Platonic Dogma, leans in
for the breaking wave that could
bring it all crashing down and get
sand in your shorts. Is she into it?
Oh yeah.
Now. how do you think the
story will end'' Will this ruin
everything'.' Will they behave
differently'.' Will the'fluidity and
case with which things came
before, be disrupted'.' Let me
know
what you think
moorkcn®bgnci. bgsu.edu.
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Heainorno?
Actor Ho»MOOk
British PM (197074)
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That's pretty cool.

And that my friends is what we've discovered
after too many times out and about the Bowling
Green scene.
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17 EXECUTED FOR CRIMES AS JUVENILES
NEWYORK (AP)—Since 1973,17 men have been executed in the United States for crimes committed as
juveniles, including four this year, according to the
Justice Department. A new report by the department's
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
said 74 other offenders are on death row for crimes
committed before they turned 18.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Body modification is an art form
It's becoming increasingly
common to have one. It was
probably the cool thing to do in
high school.
Body modification, specifically
tattoos and piercings, are becoming more acceptable in soceity.
People are latching onto this
acceptability and making body
art more popular than ever.
All art is an expression of one's
self, and body modification is no
exception. Piercings and tattoos
allow people to express themselves in ways that were not
allowed before.
Genitalia, nipple and tongue

piercings allow many people to
express and explore their sexuality. The piercings are known to be
a source of stimulus, but it also
shows their openess with their
sexuality.
Many times, though, the body
modifications made to one's
body are for more than sexual
pleasure. The piercings and tattoos have special meanings to
the person.
For example, the popularity of
Chinese symbols helps to illustrate that tattoos have special
meanings to people. A person
may choose something that they

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about
body modification as
expression? Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

believe in, such as unity, or
something that represents them
is some way, such as beauty.
Rarely wUl somebody choose a
symbol that has no meaning to
them and base their decision on
what it looks likes or to be "cool."
It is not rare for someone to
design their own tattoos based

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
BGSU, community colleges
aren't sub-par
This is my second year at
Bowling Green and I'm very
proud to be a student here. That's
why I was disappointed when
one of my professors here told us
that some of her colleagues, who
teach here, would never send
their own children to this
University. Their kids would
attend a private school, for what
ever reason.
A day later I was reading The
BG News when the Page 3 special, a small game of Tic-Tac-Toe
that was created for amusement,
offended me. 1 attended a community college before I came to
BGSU and enjoyed every minute
of it I don't think it was in any
good taste to make a joke about
community college students
being slower or dumber than
University students. That mentality is degrading and insulting.
It is the same attitude that
some students, who go to private
schools, have about us. Bowling
Green University is just as top
notch as the private schools, and
I know from my own experience
that community colleges are just

as top notch as this state school.
So next time please save your
attitude for the snobs.
Megan Myers
myersc@bgnet.bgsu.edu

In her recent Page 3 article

Game players
value style
over substance
"Every Player has their Favorite
Game," columnist April Elliott
compared several well-known
children's games to the real, liveaction ones that unfold at parties, at the bars and (for some)
whenever an opportunity arises. However, while the author
gave several interesting summaries of the games that "boys"
play, one of her closing comments particularly troubled me.
In it she stated, "We (women)
appreciate a gameless boy every
now and then." While the comment initially seems harmless
enough, I believe it is indicative
of a much larger problem that
plagues young people's interpersonal relationships: valuing
style over substance.
This comment perturbed me
because I felt that the author

was saying, "Hey... honest, caring guys are nice every now and
then, but players are the real
men." Is this idea disturbing to
you? I hope so. But to give the
author credit, she's not alone in
her viewpoint — the value of
style over substance is rampant
everywhere in society (just rum
on TRL). So women, the next
time some hottie starts spittin'
game your way, take a minute to
think about what his actions are
really saying before doing anything you could regret.
Brian Bolden
boldenb@bgnet.bgsu.edu

SUBMISSION POLICY
The B6 News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length
and clarity. Personal attacks and
anonymous submissions will not
be printed. Send submissions to
21OVfetHalloramettj0bgnet.bgsu.edu with subject line
"letter to the editor" or "guest column."

on something that represents
them. It is not something as simple as getting someone's name
tattoed, but a design that may
reflect an event, a person or a
practice.
For example, if you go browse
through a tattoo artist's portfolio,
you will see religious oriented
tattoos. These tattoos express
what someone believes and
something that is important to
them.
Because a tattoo is so important, the tattoo artist plays a very
vital role in the form of self
expression.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University

BfiNEWS

Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403

Phone:
(419)372-6966
E-mailbgnews9listproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com
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important and if a tattoo artist
can design a tattoo well, he or
she helps a person express themselves.
Any person that is able to draw
a line straight while a person's
muscles are twitching has to be
an artist.
Artists, though, are often
expressing themselves when they
design a tattoo. The tattoo is
somehow personal to that tattoo
artist
The tattoo artist, in turn,
makes the tattoo a form of self
expression for the person getting
it

A suggestion for
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
Are tatoos and piercings a medium of selfexpression or a cry for
attention?

AMANDA BERGER
JUNIOR
EARLY CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT
"When used in good
form they express the
self

NATEVERNY
SOPHOMORE
PHILOSOPHY
"Self-expression for
spiritual and aesthetic
reasons."

LESLY RUTHEF0RD
SOPHOMORE
FASHION
"Tatoos and piercings
are meaningful to the
individual and
unique to that person."

During this holiday season, remember the neediest!

According to Evan Myers,
owner of Extreme Tattoos, if you
do the tattoo right you can help
that person achieve their dreams.
A good tattoo artist is able to
make a person happy with the
tattoo that he or she puts on their
body.
A good tattoo artist, though,
must be a good artist This provides additional support for the
idea that tattoos are a form of self
expression. Many tattoo artists
were professional artists prior to
doing tattoos and go on to design
many of the tattoos they give.
The design of a tattoo is

EMILY H0OGEVEEN
JUNIOR
LANGUAGE ARTS
"It expresses individuality."

a new holiday

AT ISSUE The U.S. government doesn't enforce
Christianity. Why should it enforce Christmas?
The U.S. government claims to
support a divide between church
and state while irrationally allowing the nation to close on an
entirely non-secular holiday. This
sort of closing occurs only on
Christian and patriotic holidays,
days like Easter and Good Friday,
or Independence Day and
Thanksgiving But if the U.S. government will honor the
Christians of this nation by closing everything over Christmas, it
must also honor those religions
in the minority, from the Jewish
to the Islamic to whatever other
schism one may be a member of.
No one should have to lose a
day of work because other people and the U.S. government are
celebrating a holiday that to
them is meaningless. People
should be able to work 365 days a
year. There should be no mandatory days that a person has to
take off of work, but rather days
that a person can choose to take
off of work, capable of being any
day - and for many Christians,
being Christmas. And as we
move closer to an economy that
is operative 24 hours a day, it
seems only natural to have one
that is 365 days a year as well.
We should hold other people's
beliefs as sacred as we do our
own, and enough so that we do
not infringe on their celebrations
with our own less meaningful
versions. Christmas for many is
not a celebration of Jesus Christ,
but a day to be together and
exchange gifts. But the exchanging of gifts is meant to be a
byproduct of our religious intentions; our love for whatever god
we may believe in is supposed to
be made evident in our love for
one another, signified by nicely
wrapped presents. NonChristians celebrating Christmas
only aggravates the attempts of
others to do the same.
We congest the streets and the
store, we buy the things that they
want to give, we make the holidays into a headache. We need to
stay home, relax and celebrate
being together at our own pace.
New Year's Eve is somewhere
between utter disappointment
and total mess, but the day afterward, when everyone sleeps in
and has nothing to do when they
wake, is a complete waste.
Usually everything, outside of
restaurants and movie theaters
are closed, and everyone is too
sleepy to do anything active, so
why not use this to our advantage? Why not exchange gifts on
New Year's Day? The connotation,

MATTHEW
WOLF-MEYER
Opinion columnist
if one is needed, seems even
more poetic than that of
Christmas: Instead of celebrating
the birth of someone else, and
mirroring our joy in the exchange
of gifts, we provide for one another those things that we have
either not been able to buy in the
previous year or what we may
need for the year to come.
Our shopping can occur during that week that is otherwise
employed only for returns, and
while the return lines are clogged
with ill-fitted clothes and toosoon-broken toys we can float
through the cashier's lines. And
we may even succeed in being
subject to after-Christmas sales
that Christians and Jews miss by
celebrating too early.
The only thing left to do is to
find a figurehead, an icon for the
new day of celebration. I'm
tempted to offer up the presocratic philosopher Heracutus,
one of the first to think about the
nature of time, with is bushy
white beard and white robes, but
that seems rather obscure and
likely to infringe on Santa's trademarked beard. The Mobius Strip,
that symbol of infinity, like a ribbon twisted around itself, could
decorate the wrapping paper and
the front of New Year's Day cards,
and possibly even be made into a
sort of "tree," capable of being
bought and suspended from the
ceiling for the children to hang
ornaments on: More infinity
symbols and clocks of various
shapes and sizes. So, in light of
that, maybe Father Time would
be a suitable figure to have seated
in the hearts of shopping malls,
his hourglass in one hand and his
great book of history in the other,
waiting for agnostic and atheist
children to climb into his lap and
express their desires for the year
to come and regrets for the year
passed.
So, the advantages seem rather
clear to me: Easier shopping, a
normally wasted day turned into
.a productive one, the connotations of a rather lame holiday
turned into a secular celebration,
and the end of interference with
a religious holiday. So don't go
home for X-Mas — go home for
New Year's Day.
Matthew Wolf-Meyer can be
reached at mwolfmeyer@hotmaiLcom.
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HACKER PLEADS GUILTY
NEW YORK (AP)—A 20-year-old hacker pleaded
guilty to breaking into computers at a NASA lab that
launches unmanned space exploration missions.
Raymond Tomcelli of New Rochelle said he hacked
into two NASA computers in 1998 to steal user names
and passwords and gain access to other systems.

NATION
Army, Colorado agree on plan to destroy nerve gas
By Kattienne Vogt
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

BOMBS AWAY: A woman holds a model of a nerve gas bomblet
similar to the ones found during the Rocky Mountain Arsenal. A system that will be used to destroy nerve gas bomblets is safe.

DENVER — Slate and Army
officials agreed Friday on a plan to
destroy six "bomblets," at least
half containing deadly sarin nerve
gas, that were found in a scrap
metal heap at the Rocky
Mountain Arsenal.
The plan calls for the canisters
to be taken to a vapor-tight building that would have to be constructed at the 27-square-mile
arsenal northeast of Denver. The
bomblets would be placed in an
oven-sized chamber inside the
building, then cracked open with
a small explosive charge. The
nerve gas would then be neutralized with a caustic chemicaL

"We believe that this provides
the highest level of assurances
that these bomblets will be disposed of as safely and as quickly
as possible," Gov. Bill Owens said
Friday.
He said the process could take
five to seven weeks.
The first of the grapefruit-size
bomblets was found by workers
removing industrial waste from a
scrap pile on Oct. 16. So far, three
of the M-139 bomblets have been
confirmed to contain sarin, the
same chemical used in a Tokyo
subway attack in 1995 that killed
12 people.
The arsenal is being convened

into a wildlife refuge, but during
the Cold War, sarin was manufactured there. The bomblets were
designed to be carried in a battlefield tactical missile in clusters of
368. Each bomblet holds 1.3
pounds of sarin, designed to kill
everyone within 900 feet.
Owens said at least one of the
bomblets found had ascrial number that identified it as a test
model. He said the Army told him
all the production bomblets had
been accounted for.
The state and the Army have
been at odds about the handling
of the bomblets. Owens complained to Defense Secretary

William Cohen, prompting a
meeting Friday between the governor and Gen. John Cobum,
commander of the Army Material
Command.
Owens said state health and
environmental experts would
meet with Army officials next
week to ensure the plan is sound.
He said the Army also agreed to
extensively search the area where
the bomblets were found.
"I'll take their word they're
going to do the best they can, but
sooner or later something else will
turn up. It always has," said Jeff
Kanost, who has lived near the
site since 1978.

Looking for the perfect place to live next year?
Take a look in our direction...
We've got a great apartment for you!

LAND WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC
AND WATCH YOUR
CAREER FLY.

Ashdon Apartments

Mid Am Manor

850 Scott Hamilton

641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
620 Third St.
122 Frazee Ave.
836 Scott Hamilton
702 Sixth St.
704 Sixth St.

Charlestown Apts.

As an Air Force ROTC cadet,
you can land yourself in a career
with excitement: as a pilot, navigator,
space officer - as an Air Force officer.
You will gain an education in leadership
as you work toward your degree. You 11 learn to
command with confidence. You may also qualify for
scholarship programs that help pay for college. When you
graduate, you can exchange your tassle and gown for an
Air Force uniform - and watch your career take off.

710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Indian Rivers
702 Fourth St.

Am

igemenl

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management - 641 Third #4 BG - 352-4380

REGISTER NOW OR CALL CAPTAIN BOB SCHOLL
AT 372-2176, OR STOP BY 164 MEMORIAL HALL.

PIZZA

PAPAJOHMS
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

"Beat The Clock"
Special

VutUtOnym
€irkma& ikl!

Monday and Tuesday
One Bedroom Apartments:
jjfc • 117 Lehman: Lower 1 bedroom duplex
• 114 S. Main St. #1-10: Above Wizard Graphics.
Free water & sewer. Resident pays electric only!

,

Two Bedroom Apts, Duplexes & Houses:
• 311 S. Main St. #A&B: Unfurnished, located above
business. Large rooms, 12 month lease.
• 507 & 525 E. Merry St.: Furnished, across from
campus. Free water & sewer.
Three Bedroom Houses and Apts:
• 117 1/2 Lehman
• 317 S. Main St.: Unfurnished 2 story part of a house.
Bedrooms upstairs.

Stop In and See Us At
The Housing Fair For
Our Rental Brochure

*.

5:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.
The time you call
is the price you pay for a
Lar£e I item pizza!
826 Main St.

I

353-7272
Jl Large, 1 Topping 1

2 Large Cheese | Pizza, Order ofx '
I Breadsticks & a 2
■ Pizzas
Liter of Co&T

NEWLPVE
Rentals

352-5620
www.newlovi'reulty.coiii

I

Expires in 30 days

Expires in 30 days

■I
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Amish want exemptions
from US. child-labor laws
By Hope Yen

fined $8,000 because his 13-yearold daughter was caught working
the cash register in his store.
"We do not want children running dangerous machinery," Pitts
said after the meeting. "This is
about allowing youth to complete
their classroom educations... and
to continue their educations as
their fathers did — as trade
apprentices."
Under Amish tradition, youngsters were supposed to work in
apprenticeship settings after the
eighth grade. For years that didn't
conflict with federal law, because
the Amish community's livelihood was rooted in agriculture,
and farms are exempt from child
labor laws.
Bui with the growing costs of
farming in the last decade, many
families have turned to woodworking and other small trades.
Federal labor laws prohibit children younger than 16 from working in manufacturing operations
and children younger than 18
from working in other hazardous
occupations.
Legislation proposed by Pitts
would let teen-agers work in
those settings but would also
require additional anti-noise and
safety features, including barriers

THE ASS0CIATE0 PRESS

GAR Pa. — A community
known for insulating itself from
the outside world is reaching out
to lawmakers in an effort to preserve a centuries-old tradition of
having children work.
On Friday, ahout 25 Amish
leaders met at a fire station with
Rep. loseph Pitts and Sen. Arlen
Specter,
Pennsylvania
Republicans who support legislaAssociated Press Photo tion that would allow Amish
AMISH LAW: Several Amish youth head home after school near Lancaster, Pa. Several state lawmakers youths to work in limited, supermet with Amish leaders Friday near Lancaster to talk about ways to change child labor laws to accomo- vised settings.
The Amish leaders are seeking
date the reclusive religious community.
an exemption to federal childlabor protection laws barring
teen-agers from working in
sawmills and woodworking
shops. They have pushed for the
change in recent years since the
Labor Department began fining
some of their businesses thousands of dollars for employing
youths.
127 N. Main B.G. * 353-1361
The Amish leaders told Pitts
and Specter they believe existing
laws threaten their religious and
Star of the
work values.
The Amish at the meeting
iPolice Academy Movies [I"%
declined to comment, but the
lawmakers said one man who
•^
owns a leather shop said he was
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Showtimes: Fri., Dec, 8 • 8 p.m. & Sat, Dec,9*8 &1 Op.m.

Meet Michael after the showflash camera permitted

I IN A LIVE TV SPECIAL
shot during the show!!

Tickets At Theatre 6:30-9:30 p.m. Daily
Ticket Prices $20/$15

To Charge By Phone:
1-877-644-4333
www.michaelwinsIow.com

to protect against flying debris.
Pitts' measure has passed the
House twice in recent years but
has failed each time in the Senate.
The Department of Labor has
long been opposed to such measures.
Critics say the proposed childlabor exemption would still put
children in harm's way, with the
Labor Department noting that
deaths and injuries at sawmills
are as much as four times the
national average.
"While we respect deeply the
rtiltui ■ and religious tradition of
the Amish and similar c omnium
ties, we cant support a (bill that
exposes young workers.lt> serious
hazards in the worl
John Fraser, a depa
specializing in < hi Id i
Skeptics in the
agreed, raising
concerns in exempH
of one religion. Spectjrsaid he
hopes to conduct hearings next
year to work out the concerns.
"I think there are special circumstances for the Amish youth,
and they ought not to be subject
to Department, of Labor regulations," Specter said.

Michigan judge holds man
accountable for swearing
The Associated Press
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich. —
Another Michigan man has run
afoul of a century-old law that
prohibits cursing in the presence
of women and children.
leffcry Richards, 27. is scheduled for a pretrial hearing Monday
on charges of assault, disturbing
the peace and using indecent language.
Earlier this year a judge ruled
that the 102-year-old law is constitutional, and upheld the conviction of another man who swore

in front of children after tumbling
out of a canoe.
Richards is accused of using
foul language in front of children
on a school bus on Nov. 2.
Richards said he used a mild
obscenity, and only because he
believed his daughter was being
manhandled and verbally abused
by the driver.
"I'm being charged with swearing on the bus and that's a pretty
minor charge compared to grabbing my daughter," Richards said.

But Lake City Area Schools'
Superintendent Lew Burchard
said Richards used stronger language than he claimed and verbally threatened the driver. He
shouted other obscenities from
the front of the bus, Burchard
said.
He added that Richards' allegation that his daughter was manhandled by the bus driver was
unfounded.
Richards could face up to 90
days in jail if convicted.

Special Display Personals
Show your friends, roommates & classmates
how special they are.
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or
. surprise someone on their Birthday!
Great job in St. Louis!
Congratulations

STP
leaders-you
make the local
chapter proud!

WAREHOUSE
SALE
HOLIDAY
BLOW-OUT SALE!!!
December 6-9
December 10

2x2 = $20.00
with picture
provided by you!
(Actual Size)

(9 am-9 pm)
(10 am-5 pm)

Fashions from the pages of the J.Crew Catalog

(Nothing over 19.991)
*excluding leather & cashmere

J1x3 ■ $15.00

Everything must go!

(Actual Size)
Happy 20th BDay

Great job at
Dance narathon!
Now you can resl!

H

BG
NEWS

Love,
the Gang at Apt 2B

ROB!
Loue,
Elizabeth

Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!

i
t

Deadline 2 jays prior to publication by 4:00

!

We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express
Discover, Cash and Check (xvith proper ID)
"Former Rite-Aide"
Southland Shopping Center
3358 Glendale Avenue
Toledo, OH 43614
Directions
EttSLiZC
Take Secor to Dorr, make a right onto Dorr, Take Dorr to Byrne, make a
left onto Byrne, take byme to Glendale. Sale is on left hand side of
intersection in Southland shopping center.
From Mirhigjn:
Take 75 south to exit 25W (Toledo Zoo exit) make a right. Co past the
zoo to Glendale make a right onto Glendale. Go up to Byrne Sale will be
on right in Southland shopping center.
From Bowling Gran/Bowling Grctn Vi
Take US 23 to Airport Hwy, make a right onto Airport Hwy. Go to Byme
St. and make right. Go up to Glendale and Sale is on left in Southland
shopping center.
"Includes Iriegulars, Damaged & Customer Returvp
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PLANS DENIED TO FLY BOMBERS
MOSCOW (AP) —The Russian Air Force on Friday dismissed a claim by the Pentagon that it plans to fly its
Tli-95 bombers close to U.S. airspace off Alaska and
described the aircraft deployment as a routine training
mission.

www.bgnews.com

WORLD

Mexico's president wants improved treatment
" By Traci Carl
•• IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MEXICO CITY — President
Vicente Fox pledged Sunday to
travel to the U.S. border soon to
Sersonally greet Mexicans retumig home, providing an example
of how he believes immigrants
should be treated.
' During a meeting with
Mexican-American leaders, Fox
repeated his vision of an economically strong, stable Mexico with
jobs for its people and wages that
eventually could compete with
those in the United States.
"The dream is that each kid,
each young person, each of our
children could stay with his family
on this side of the border, could
stay here in Mexico," he said.
. His comments were greeted
with tears and cheers of "It can be
done!"
Fox urged those attending the
event to invest in Mexico, promising that their dollars will be used
to create job opportunities for relatives left behind.
And he said his government
would study ways to make sure
money from Mexican immigrants
in the United States arrives cheaply and safely.
Although he briefly mentioned
his plan to work toward opening
the borders between the United
,States and Mexico, Fox focused
more on what he planned to do
for Mexican-Americans in his first
days in office.
'•■ Mexican Foreign Secretary
' lorge Castaneda pledged to set up
.U.S. consulates that will work
more closely with Mexicans in the
.United States and "listen more to
immigrants to try to bring them
.more services."
Fox promised to travel soon to
the country's border with the

United States and shake the
hands of immigrants coming
home — providing an example of
how he feels returning immigrants should be treated.
Those returning to Mexico
sometimes encounter mixed feelings on the part of Mexican officials who may resent the fact they
left the country.
Before becoming president. Fox
served as governor of Guanajuato
state, which has one of the highest
rates of migration north.
Later Sunday, he was scheduled
to continue a three-day inauguration celebration with stops in
Metepec and Guadalajara
He entered the crowd of
Mexican-Americans
earlier
Sunday like a movie star, with
many straining to take his photo
or get his autograph.
He spent several minutes shaking the hands of sometimes tearful fans, and stopped to give a bear
hug to actor Edward James
Olmos.
lohn Ameson, a Dallas attorney
who attended the event, said he
was impressed with Fox. but wondered how much the new leader
could accomplish during his
term.
"1 don't know that he can do
everything in six years," he said.
Still, Fox's government was
optimistic. Three days after taking
office, government-sponsored
commercials showed people
throwing away heavy door locks
and reporting drug dealers to
authorities, an example of how
Fox plans to crack down on widespread crime.
At the end of the commercial is
wLth^fntirF^x-fSrdTe
presidency since its creation in
1929.

Associated Press Photo

IMPROVING RELATIONSHIPS: Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, left, says goodbye to Mexican President Vicente Fox, right, before leaving
hwttwc^olftnwa. Mexico!ItavisltadthiwMaricancttiesafS beingTnagurat'ed as president Friday. Fox also has pla~ns to work with
the United States to improve treatment of Mexican-Americans and opening up borders between Mexico and the United States.

Helo wanted:

Account
THE Executive
The BCNews
ART
has an
BUILDING
opening
for a
stuTHIS qualified
dent to work
YEAR,. part-time
selling
advertising.

LIKE
HAVING
YOUR
OWN

MUSEUM
ON
CAMPUS.

Benefits:
Real world
Experience
• Flexible
Hours
»Great Pay
»Fun
Atmosphere
> Resume
Builder

• Jr. or so.
Business major

• Own transportation
• Detail oriented

University Bookstore
Customer
ppreclatCoYv Vay
8am-8pm
Thursday, December 7

20% OF YOUR PURCHASES!!
• General Reading Books • Juvenile Books • Gift Books
• BGSU Clothing • BGSU Jewelry & Imprinted Merchandise
• Art Supplies • Gifts • Cards • Jostens Class Rings
* No other discounts apply. Does not include textbooks, photo supplies & processing, health
and beauty aids, best sellers, CDs, videos, electronics, computer software & hardware, and
special orders. 20% off applies only to merchandise in stock the day ot the sale.

• interest in a
sales or advertising career
MAIN c;i \SS
GLASS BLOWING
PAINTING
SCULPTURE
PHOTOGRAPHY
GRAPHIC DESIGN
COMPUTER AR1
FABRIC
DRAWING
AND MORE....

Apply in Person

204 west Hall
firing resume if available
call 372-2606 for info
Deadline: 12-8-00

r\ r\ A

r\

372-2851
Regular Hours: Mon-Thu 8:00-6:00 Fri 8:00-5:00 Sat 9:00-5:00
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL: SOONERS WILL MOST LIKELY FACE FLORIDA STATE JAN. 3

BG SPORTS

SPORTS

Swimming
12/4
Al Butler/TBA

Women's basketball
12/5
Al St Bonaventure/ 7 p.m.

12/8
Al Arizona/ 7 p.m

12/9
At Fresno Slate/4 p.m.

Men's basketball
12/6
At Illinois State/ 7:05 p.m.

12/9
Host Urbana / I p.m.

Hockey
Host Nebraska Omaha/ 7:05
p.m.

BG NEWS
SPORTS
BRIEFING
Coach to be named
Bowling Green Athletic department is expected to announce
today that Notre Dame wide
receivers coach Urban Meyer will
be the new football coach,
according to media sources.
Meyer.who also coached special teams during his five-year
tenure at Notre Dame, will
replace former BG coach Gary
Blackney as the 15th head coach
in the 82-year history of the program.
Meyer also coached at Colrado
State. Ohio State and was a student assistant at Cincinnati.

BG falls to
Detroit
Mercy 9475 Saturday
By Erik Cassano
STAFI wmim

What do you want first? The
bad news or the worse news? Ok.
the bad news: The BG women's
basketball team never led in their
94-75 loss to Detroit Mercy
Saturday at Anderson Arena.
, The loss dropped them back
below .500 at 2-3. The worse
Dews? The Falcons lost their two
biggest upperclassmen starters to
injuries in the process. Midway
through the first half, preseason
All-Mid-American Conference
first learner Fran Miller left the
floor hobbling and remained on
the bench for the rest of the
game. Coach Dee Knoblauch
informed the press in the
postgame news conference that
Miller had possible torn meniscus cartilage in her right knee.
The knee was reportedly very
swollen after the game, and she
will most likely get an MR1 today
if the swelling does not go down.
She may miss the next several
weeks at least. depending on how
rhuch treatment the knee needs.
Miller is leading or tied for the
team lead in six statistical categories so far this season.
■ In the second half, senior Angie
Farmer also left the floor limping
after aggravating a case of tendentious in her left foot. She
practiced only one day this past
week and the foot started to flare
i{p on her as the game processed. She has been taking
anti-inflammatory drugs, but her
status for tomorrow's game at St.
Bonaventure is unknown.
I "The best relief [for tendentious! is rest, and this is a bad time
tp try and get some rest right
now," said Knoblauch.
, In the game, the Falcons started out like they were playing on
an ice rink. Pushing the ball up
tpe floor at break-neck speed.
I hr\ let their legs get ahead of
themselves, and the game got out
of control. They turned the ball
over six times in the first five minutes, including turnovers on the
fOst four possessions of the game.
; "We didn't come out ready to
handle their pressure." said
KHOIJI.UK h 'It's unbelievable, I
mean, we just gave [Detroit] the
byi. We had six turnovers before
you could say'boo.'"
"I don't know if that was lack of
concentration or what," Farmer
said. "They kind of caught us off
LOSS, PAGE 9
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Falcons maul Duquesne
Strong team effort gives BG 2nd win of season, extends win streak

12/8-12/9

I

MONDAY

Matela, Netter combine for 42 points and
22 rebounds in route
to a home victory.

ByNickHurm
A 5 SI SIA N I SPORTS EDITOR

Bowling Green men's basketball coach Dan Dakich
rubbed his eyes and ran his
hands through his hair at a
press
conference
last
Thursday, stressed about an
upcoming game against
Duquesne, a team he considers to be very good.
The fourth-year coach
went on to say that the Dukes
were probably the most athletic teams the Falcons would
face all year.
So after BG's 92-77 commanding win over Duquesne.
a look of relief was planted all
over Dakich's sweat-soaked
face. His players won another
big game at home, a trend
that is becoming more apparent as the Falcons keep racking up wins at Anderson
Arena. BG's 18-game win
streak at home is currently the
9th longest in NCAA Division 1
basketball.
Led by 25 points from Len
Matela and another strong
performance at home, BG
sent the Dukes back on a bus
to Pittsburgh with their heads
down.
"I just thought that we got
some really good play from a
lot of guys," Dakich said. "I'm
really pleased about that. We
had some lapses the first five
minutes of the second half,
but overall I felt we played
pretty good defense."
BG opened the game energized, taking a 12-4 lead with
six points each from senior
guard Trent Jackson and
Matela. Duquesne answered
back with a 12-4 run of their
own to take the lead. It was
one of the few lapses in the
Falcon defense, which was
strong during most of the
game.
"Defense has carried us the
past few years.'' Matela said.
"There are no shutouts in basketball, but it's almost our goal
to get a shutout. We want to
be a good, solid defensive
2-1. PAGE 9

By Pete Stella
SPORTS fDlTOR

Junior Len Matela and redshirt
freshman Kevin Netters combined height is 13 feet 7 inches.
The two towers can give teams
quite a lot of problems, especially
when the opponent is missing
their top inside guy.
Saturday, Matela and Netter
dominated the inside game and
post play as the Falcons defeated
Duquesne 92-77 at Anderson
Arena.
Matela hit 9 of 14 shots for 25
points, 7 of 7 from the free throw
line and a career high 17
rebounds. His points and
rebounds were both team highs
and Netter connected on 8 of 14
attempts for 17 markers and five
rebounds.
"They wererit really guarding
us in the post," Netter said. "It
gave us the advantage and we
took it strong, me and Lenny
both."
For the Dukes, 6 foot 10 inch
senior center Simon Ogunlesi did
not make the trip to BG for personal reasons, according to
Duquesne coach Darelle Porter.
We were just taking it to em,"
Matela said. "We mostly planned
to play Ogunlesi.that is who we
were looking for them to play
down low. We had to take advantage of what they were giving us"
"Lenny had a big game going
to the backboard," said BG coach
Dan Dakich. "I'm sure Duquesne
got hurt by the fact the big kid
didn't make the trip with them.
But as all coaches know, that's
stuff that happens every year
with every team."
Due to die lack of their inside
power. Duquesne set several guys
to attempt to cover Matela and
Netter but were unsuccessful in
their attempts.
Mcchad l*n*,Wc B(, N.w.

"We had a slight height advantage," Netter said. "They had a 6

LICENSE TO DUNK: Freshman forward Josh Almanson puts an exclamation point at the end of the BGDuquesne game with a big dunk.

TOWERS, PAGE 9

Hockey ties,
loses to best
BG almost pulls off a near
upset against Spartans
By Derek McCord
SIAFI WRITER

The Bowling Green hockey
team had everything in place to
upset the No. 1 Michigan State
Spartans on Saturday, but failed
to capitalize as the Michigan
State offense showed why they
own the top spot.
The Friday meeting between
the two Central Collegiate
Hockey Association rivals started out all BG. The Falcons drew
first blood early as Curtis
Valentine scored 3:57 on a 5 on
3 power play situation when he
found a rebound in front of the
net and slammed the rebound
by Spartan sophomore goalie
Ryan Miller.
With 1:35 still left on the second Spartan penalty, the
Falcons second power play unit
went to work as Ryan Murphy
redirected a Grady Moore shot
with his stick blade and into the
lower left comer of the net.
"When you put yourself
down two men that early in the
game It's not good because you
do not have your feet under
yourself," said MSU coach Ron
Mason. "They were oppor-

tunists in that position and took
advantage of it and that is what
the doctor ordered for that
team."
The Spartans would not be
out done by the Falcons as their
offense went to work in the second period. Michigan State's
Andrew Bogle found himself
with the puck in front of Falcon
goal Tyler Masters after a Steve
Jackson pass that went off
Falcon Louis Mass's skate. Bogle
shot the puck as Masters
appeared to have control of the
shot, but it trickled in.
The next Spartan goal came
41 seconds later as Sean
Patchell one-timed an Andrew
Hutchinson pass from behind
the net into the upper right part
of the net.
The momentum seemed to
be going into the Spartans favor
as they took a 3-2 lead 1:26 into
the third period as Adam Hall,
while being mauled by Falcon
defenders, made a terrific pass
to Brian Maloney who hit both
the post and trie cross bar to

i
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FACE OFF: Junior forward Greg Day slide/s into Spartan goalie Ryan Miller.

Skaters live, die with 5-on-3
By Dan Ned
ASSISTANT SPORTS [OITOR

It's just not fair when you're
playing two men down.
No matter who you are.

In each game of the Bowling
Green hockey team's two-game
series with No. 1 Michigan State,
the two-man advantage turned
the tide. Friday, the Falcons blew
the game open with their power
play goals and stuck it out for the
tie. Saturday the Spartans took
Iron fist control with their power
play outbreak and clinched the
win
When BG found itself with a 5on-3 advantage at 16:27 in

Friday's first period, it had an
incredible chance to take a lead
on the top team in the nation.
Before both penalties could
expire, Falcon forwards Curtis
Valentine and Ryan Murphy
punched the puck past Spartan
goaltender Ryan Miller to give the
Falcons a 2-0 lead 14:54 into the
game.
Saturday, the Spartans worked
the 5-on-3 to perfection. With referee Steve Plotrowski cracking
down on slashing, the Falcons
found themselves two-men down
twice in the second period. The
score went from 1-1 to 3-1 in favor
of the Spartans when Jeremy

Jackson and Brian Maloney each
beat Tyler Masters for two 5-©n-3
goals.
While both of the Spartans 5on-3 goals Saturday resulted from
BG slashing penalties. Falcon
head coach Buddy Powers was
not unhappy with Piotrowski as
much as his team.
"In those slashing situations,
when you see what he's calling,
you can't do It," Powers said. "And
I think we got a little frustrated
there and took two more. Other
nights those arent penalties, but
tonight they were. When you do It
MSU. PAGE 9
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BG lose 2 to
injuries Sat.
guard, and we just didn't handle
the pressure, and when you don't
handle the pressure, you're going
to have some times that you turn
the ball over."
The Titans built up a 10-2 lead
before BG started to settle down
and got some momentum back.
A three-pointer by junior Dana
Western tied the score at 24-24.
That would be the Falcons' high
water mark, though, as a the
Titans followed with a 9-0 run.
BG briefly cut the lead back down
to six, but trailed 47-38 at halftime.
A three-pointer by Detroit
junior Molly Peterman early in
the second half pushed the
Titans' lead out to 11 at 50-39,
and they would hold a doublefigure lead for the duration. BG's
three-point shooting slumped
badly in the second half, finishing
9-for-23 from beyond the arc
after going 5-for-ll in the first
half.
Some bright spots for the
Falcons included the play of
freshman point guard Lindsay
Austin and redshirt freshman
Pam Brown. They tied for the
team lead with 13 points each,
and picked up a lot of the minutes after the injuries to Miller
and Farmer.
"Detroit's a very good team,"
Knobluach said "I knew we were
going to have our hands full. The
thing about Detroit is that they're
smarter than we are, because
they're playing mostly juniors
and seniors.all of their guards,
they're smart, they're experienced."
"It was a pretty exciting game
to watch. Anne Rexford Detroit
coach said.

while being mauled by Falcon
defenders, made a terrific pass
to Brian Maloney who hit both
the post and the cross bar to
beat Masters.
Even though down by a goal
the Falcons created scoring
chance after scoring chance
until, with five minutes left in
regulation, Ryan Fultz scored
the equalizer.
"Day got the puck in our
zone," said Fultz about the tying
goal. "He kept moving his feet
and made a nice move. He really did not have many options so
he shot and made the goalie
play the puck, the rebound
came out to me and I put it in."
Despite the Spartans having a
3-2 lead in the third period.
Mason felt that, in no way. the
game was over.
"I thought that BG played
pretty well the whole game long
and I feel that it was pretty fortunate that we were able to get
back into the game," he said."
When we went up 3-21 thought
that maybe we would steal one,
but that did not happen."
So the stage was set for a possible upset in the second game
of the weekend, but it was not to
happen as the Falcons spent
one third of the game in the box
giving the Spartan offense the
key they needed for their 11th
win of the season.
The Falcons got the first goal
of the evening when on a 2 on 1
shorthanded opportunity 1:54
into the game sophomore Tyler
Knight lifted the puck over top
of a stretched Spartan defender
to freshman Mark Wires. Wires
then slammed it past Spartan
goaltender Ryan Miller for his
second goal of the season.
"When we were on the penal-

ty kill one of our 'D' slipped off
the glass and their guy had a little trouble with it," Knight
recalled. "I do not think he saw
me coming as I picked it up and
went wide and I saw Mark going
far post. My first thought was to
shoot it, but I saw their defenseman going down so I passed it
to Mark who made a nice shot
under the bar."
The Spartans answered with
2:34 left In the first period when
Adam Hall wristed a shot from
the right face off circle that just
beat Masters glove. Rustyn
Dolyny was credited with the
assist.
Then the penalties came as
Jeremy Jackson and Brian
Maloney scored two power play
goals with a two-man advantage at the 7:29 and 14:56 marks
of the second period.
"The second period I thought
that our forwards played
extremely well," Mason said.
"They put a lot of pressure on
their defense and they had to
take a lot of penalties and we
converted on them and that was
Ore game."
Spartan goaltender Miller had
a pretty easy night as he turned
away 18 Falcon shots, as the
Falcons could not really get their
offense going.
"We did not generate nearly
enough offense tonight,"
Powers said. "Our fore check
was a step late along with some
other things, but everything
tonight was a step slow."
The Falcons with the loss
dropped to 10th place in the
CCHA with their 2-6-4 conference record while MSU resume
their top spot position in the
conference.
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Campus Events
BGSU Hillel presents from Swastika
to Jim Crowe, Thurs. Dec. 7 at
7 00pm in 117 Otscamp.
Hillel's Chanukah Party 16 coming,
Sun. Dec 10th, 6pm.

TOWERS, FROM PAGE 8

foot seven inch kid in there
trying to guard two people
and you can't do that... we
went to whoever had the
advantage."
In the first half. Matela
found a grove and ended the
first 20 minutes with 13 points
and 10 rebounds
Netter hit a jumper and a
lay-up to push the Falcon
advantage to 23-18 with 6:58
remaining. The Dukes rallied
to tie the game at 23, but a
Matela three point play
moved the score to 31-25 BG
with 2:10 left in the half.
"I didn't care if they
[Duquesne] had King Kong in
there, we were going to throw
it inside," Dakich said.
In the second half, the
Falcons did not allow
Duquesne to chip away at the
lead as the Brown and Orange
did in the first half.
Two lay-ups and a dunk by
Matela extended the BG lead
to 51-42 at the 15:20 mark.
A jumper by Netter later in
the game gave the Falcons a
18 point advantage and the
two played strong to close out
the game as they helped BG
earn their second win of the
season.
Both combined for 61 minutes, with Netter playing 30
and Matela 31.
"Tonight was my night,"
Netter said. "I just have to
work hard every day. Lenny's
working with me, helping me
out posting and everything...I
just have to continue working
hard."

Travel

Leave your Legacy
Kwanzaa Celebration! Dec 8th 68:30pm, Perry Field House. Tickets
on sale, CMSAI 424 Saddlemire
Bldg Students $5. others SB. includes soul lood buffet! Call 3722642 tor more into.
LAST CHANCEIM
WANT TO TRAVEL AND GET
BGSU CREDIT?
Attend one of 165 colleges in the
U.S. for fall or one year while paying
BGSU tuition! No out-ot-stale tees!
Credits transfer' Explore! New York!
California' Hawaii' The Carolinas!
THE NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE INFO SESSION:
Thursday. December 7 at 4:0Opm.
Business Administration Bldg. Rm
1003. For more details, call the NSE
program at 2-2501.
You are invited!
Students and Faculty will debate the
controversial issue ol the
Death Penalty on
Tues.. Dec 5th, 5-7pm in BA 116
Lively discussion and refreshments
will be provided.
Event sponsored by Amnesty Int'l

?'s-aibgsu©yahoo.com
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Men earn big win
2-1, FROM PAGE 8

team."
One of the big factors in the
BG win was the teams ability to
contain Dukes guard Courtney
Wallace. Jackson and guard
Keith
McLeod
frustrated
Wallace all day, holding him to
four of 15 shooting and 13
points.
Wallace's discontent was
apparent, as the crowd sarcastically chanted his name. He
threw a frustrated elbow at
Jackson early in the second half
and received a technical foul.
McLeod converted on two free
throws enabling the Falcons to
get their lead into double-digits.
"They did a good job on him
[Wallace)," Duquesne coach
Darelle Porter said. "They rotated a couple of guys on him and
tried to just stay in front of

Falcons play short
MSU, FROM PAGE 8

Maloney each beat Tyler
Masters for two 5-on-3 goals.
While both of the Spartan's 5on-3 goals Saturday resulted
from BG slashing penalties.
Falcon head coach Buddy
Powers was not unhappy with
Piotrowski as much as his team.
"In those slashing situations,
when you see what he's calling,
you can't do it," Powers said.
"And 1 think we got a little frustrated there and took two more.
Other nights those aren't penalties, but tonight they were.
When you do it twice more
within the next five minutes, all
you're doing is making it easier
to call.''
Piotrowskis
conservative
slashing calls effected the flow of

• 111 Early Specials! Spnng Break
Bahamas Parly Cruise! 5 Days
$2791 Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
• 111 Spnng Break Specials! Cancun t Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $1291
sphngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
GO DIRECT! Internet-based company ottering WHOLESALE Spring
Break packages! Call 1 -800-367 ■
1252 or www.springbreakdirect.com.
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air, Free Food, Dnnks and Parties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Mazatlan & Flonda Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do It on the Web! Go
to StudentClty.com or call 800293-1*43 for info.

Spring Break!!! Cancun, Mazatlan.
Bahamas. Jamaica & Flonda. Call
Sunbreak Student Vacations for
info on going tree and earning cash.
Call 1-800-446-8355 or e-mail
sales © sunbreaka.com.

853 Napoleon, Apt. #11 - Two BR fum..
Tenants pay gas and elec $440.00 rent/
$440.00 deposit - Two people. $390.00 rent/
$390.00 deposit - One person. Available
Now. No Pets

Wanted Spring Breakers! Cancun.
Bahamas, Flonda, Jamaica 8 Mazatlan Call Sun Coast Vacations for
a tree brochure and ask how you
can organize a small group & Eat,
Orink, Travel Free & Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642 or e-mail
salesQsuncoastvacatlons.com

244 N. Enterprise, Rm #1 - Male sleeping
room Avail. Now. $130.00 per month plus
utilities. No Pets

Personals

Several second semester subleases available.
List available in the rental office.

""Lose Weight. Earn Money. Free
samples 800-837-5673.

John New love Real Estate. Ine.
Rental Office
354-2260
319 E Wooster
(across from Taco Belli

GIveBG
Make your Mark
Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.

354-4673 BGPC
SBX • SBX- SBX- SBX- SBX- SBX
Get your personalized
graduation announcements
at SBX within 24 hours
SBX • SBX* SBX* SBX" SBX" SBX

the game.
"We just kind of broke down
in our discipline for whatever
reason," Valentine said. "It's hard,
because guys are used to the
way the game is being played
and called and there's a lot of
hacking and whacking on each
side and then he makes the call.
So it's a tough situation but after
he calls two of them you have to
say OK, he's looking for it now
and we have to back off."
Frustrated Falcon goalie Tyler
Masters had little chance
against a Spartan power play
that has been capitalizing on
nearly 23 percent of their
chances.
"We were undisciplined and
they made us pay," Masters said.

The Rental Office is now signing leases for
2001-2002 school year.
Contact us for your listings and information

Travel

#1 Spnng Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Now hiring campus reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours com

Wallace to make him shoot over
them. He's been making those
shots all year, they just didn't fall
today."
The end of the first half had
the Anderson Arena crowd in a
frenzy. BG went on a 10-4 run at
the end of the first half, complimented by two acrobatic dunks
by McLeod and Jackson. The
first was a one-handed alleyoop that Jackson threw behind
him. McLeod caught it and
slammed it down with authority. Three possessions later,
Jackson stole the ball and
jammed in a two-handed
reverse that left the building
shaking from the BG cheers
McLeod, who left the game in
the second half and did not
return, has an ankle sprain and
is listed as day to day.

The Love Boutique

EVERYTHING FOR THE UNINHIBITED COUPLE

Novelties. Lingerie. Toys. Gels.
Boots. Shoes, Videos. DVDs.
Leather & Much More
WE NOW HAVE PLUS SIZES!

$2.00 Video Rentals
TUESDAY-THURSDAY

SALE! SALE! SALE!

25% Off Everything
in the store!
DEC. 18TH & 19TH
For your Last Minute

Christmas Shopping!
EXCLUDES MAGAZINES A SALE ITEMS

ATMfjgp^ USE OUR SEPARATE ENTRANCE
135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 531-0079 WWW.DEJAVU.COM

THE 11TH ANNUAL
h graduating AugyJ
I partial rebate^!
('f ^

■•st-time f reshman^^

^HTay be eligible for a
^classes

SHOWGIRL
OF TH€ V€flR

*

COMPETITION DECEMBER 6TH

Fall 1997 or later and graduate Summer 2001)

BIG TOP CONTCST
DECEMBER 7TH10PM
SIZE DOESNT MATTER-ATTITUDE DOES!
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

-s.-L

$1000 FOR 1STPLACC

partial scholarships i

CALL FOR DETAILS.

SUNDAYS: COLLEGE ID NIGHT
1
MONDAYS: $10 DANCES
FRIDAYS: FREE T-SHIRT 8PM-10PM
WITH PAID ADMISSION

Finish on time!
courses to help you complete your undergraduate degree

PLEASE CA

LL 372.9141, OR

FR€€

MORE

INFORMATION

Keycodc 70121100

nitunvs IOOHING

coven

1 MTM C0V0N EV O/1V0D »

- r-

135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 53'-O079 WWW.DEJAVU.COM
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Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

1 graduation ticket needed, will pay
S. Please call Lia & 354-8408

Need 1 graduation ticket immediately. Call 353-9440

Join our team!!

1 or 2 roommates needed lor spring.
Own room in big house one block
from campus Fun roommates! 3533187
1 male sublsr needed ASAP Own
bdrm. nice apt. Rent is S240 but will
negotiate. Call Shawn @ 352-3689

Need to buy 4 grad tix Call Erin
419-874-2634 Will pay SS

Advertising Account Executive
The BG News has an opening tor a
qualified student to work part-time
selling advertising:

Wanted

R.
Sorry aboul the light.
,
I'd rather go with trust
M.
Want to study abroad? Do you plan
to participate in a study abroad program during Summer 2001. Fall
2001, and/or Spnng 2002'' Stop by
the Center tor International Programs (1106 Ottenhauer West) to
pick up an international travel grant
proposal lorm today!

1 rmte., M or F. inexpensive. ASAP.
Apt close to downtown. Call Chad.'
353-9305. ext 139
1 roommate tor spring semester
262.50/mo. + electric and phone
Call 352-5952 ask lor Kevin or
Adrian.
1 roommate needed tor spring
semester. S300/mo. NO utilities to
be, paid! Own room and lull use ot
house including laundry! Call Adam

Management Inc.

FALL OPENINGS /
SIGNING LEASES
NOW

8 352-5580.

Spacious 2 bdrm apt in Hilisdale
Lease starts Dec 23rd Call 3525772.
Subleaser lor spring. S26Vmo. Near
campus. 352-4265
Two December graduation tickets
needed Will pay Call Matt at 419-

389-4591.
Two December graduation tickets
needed Call Erin at 353-1762
Wanted to Rent
Induslnal/Warehouse type room or
area Call 419-637-2428 or 3721687.
Wanted: Subleaser tor spring, close
to campus, quiet. Only pay elec For
more info, call 353-7274

1 subleaser wanted tor 1 bdrm.
apartment tor spring 2001 Will pay
last month's rent Call 352-0566

Management Inc.
IlillsdaleApts. 1082 Fairview,
t HJnn & 2 Bdrm.
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

2 Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up
Starts alS390-Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

ffiXLSDALE TOWNHOUSE
3 Bdrm/Full Basements
Air C'tnidilmn/Dishwashcr

Garbage DiSpOSal/2 Balhs
washer/dryer lunik up
LOTS OF SPACK

Female subleasers needed tor summer ot 2001. New house on Third
St. Call 372-4924.
Graduation tickets needed' Will pay.
Call Bridget at 353-2377
Graduation Tickets Wanted

Will Pay
M or F subleaser wanted. Own room
in house, close to campus.
S190/mo. Call Tony at 354-7604

Kvergresn Apt. 215 & Poc
Studios. Large I Bdrm.
laundry on site
Starts at S250-Call 35.1-5800

"Fitness"
Accepting applications lor lull/part
lime help. Front desk, member
services, floor trainers (exercise
science students).
St. James Club
Toledo, OH 43615

Call 353-9440
Female subleaser needed Own
room. Move in now, rent slarts Dec.
1. $218 . utilities Call Amanda at
354-8271.
Attention December Graduates
I need your graduation tickets!
Will pay S! Call Brian 353-4357.

Call Brian at 372-4800

AfE^CA
Management Inc.

Help Wanted

4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
We will pay 1/2 ol 1st mo rent. S500
Hilisdale Apts.

419-841-5597.
2 daycare centers. 1 school-age
center, 1 inlanl through preschool
center are looking (or lake charge,
responsible & caring individuals.
Part-time hours avail with more
hours available during holidays &
school cancellation days al the
school-age center Will work directly
with children & interface with parents Musi be at least IB yrs. old &
have a high school diploma. Call
878-4190 for the infant-center & ask
for Jodi or call 878-0911 for the
school-age center & ask for Amy.
Attention Musicians
Rock band seeks bass player
call 419-637-2428 or 372-1687

Need 1 temale roommate ASAP.
Call 354-6713.

Afl&CA
Management Inc.
Hi-iii/sitt* Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwashcr/Garhugc Disposal
2 Bdrms have washer/dryer in Ihcitl
Slartsal $410 Call 353-5800

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahama
Florida
Eurqoe_,

******■Did you iffiow that an

individual is seven times
more lifrely to receive a
death sentence if the
victim is white rather
than black?

AfE^CA

Management Inc.
(Jrcen Beaver Apt. 642 S College
3 Bdrm Townhouse
2 car garages
washer/dryer
1 1/2 Balhs
Stop by our office al HW5 N.
MainSt lor complete listing or
Call J53-5X0O.
H H W.W( III 1.1 il R

IIH M .1

«) SELL TRIPS
' EARN CASH
1-800-648-4849
www.stslravel.iom GO FREE!!!

Amnesty International is sponsoring a death penally awareness
campaign. You can join us for a
Death Penalty Debate on
Tues . Dec 5th. 5-7 p.m. in BA 116

The Technology Infrastructure Project • Building an Electronic Community

Benefits:
■Real world experience
'Flexible hours
'Great pay
'Fun atmosphere
'Resume builder
Preferred Candidates:
'Jr. or Sr. Business major
'Own transportation
'Detail oriented
'Interest in sales or
advertising career

Kitchen help needed.
Apply in person
Mountain Jack's
5335 Airport Highway

Toledo
Office cleaning, evenings over
Christmas break. 10-12 hrsAveek,
own trans required Call 352-5822.
Reliable grad student available for
babysitting Weds & Thurs evenings
& weekends. Call 372-9110.
Wanted Dancers, waitstatf, apply
after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph, Toledo,
OH or call 419-476-6640

Apply In person:
204 West Hall
Bring resume il available
Call 372-2606 lor info.
Deadline: 12-8-00
Attention Sales/Markeling Graduates Axis Financial Group, Inc.,
Northern Ohio's leader in the mortgage industry is celebrating five
years of success. We are seeking a
self-motivated, team player to |om
our Cleveland sales force. We'll provide an extensive training program
and unlimited opportunities for this
enlry-level position. We offer:
'Competitive Compensation
'Full benefits package
'Bonus and incentive programs
'Friendly, structured work environment
Please send resume to Human Resources Department. 7010 Englo
Road, Suite 102. Middleburg
Heights. Ohio 44130
Fax. (440)234-9690
Desk clerks needed for local motel.
Shifts avail are 4-12 & 12-8am. 2-4
shitts/wk. some weekends. $6/hr. inquire @ Buckeye Inn. M-F, 8-4.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
S 25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours ot 9:00am and
5 00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC . 428 Clough Street,
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks
Give BG

It's coming...
Internships are available for spring
and summer semesters for exercise
and science students. Excellent pay
& fringe benefits.
St. James Club
Toledo, OH 43615
419-841-5597
Contact Rick

For Rent
"Houses & Apts. for Rent"
Filling fast, school yr. 2001-2002
Office. 316 E Merry »3
Listings avail. 24 hrs. or will mall.

Call 353-0325, 9-9.
1. 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only

$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen

Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
2 subleasers needed. Winthrop Terrace Apts. 2 bedroom. 1 3/4 balh,
new carpet, new bathroom, air, shuttle to campus, pool Tony 308-0705

Apts for 2001 -2002 school year
For Sale
1/4 karat women's wedding set, engagement ring S band. Call 354-

6713
1988 Ford Thunderbird. TurtX)
coupe, automatic, CD player, asking
$1200 See and make offer. 3538436.
97 Suzuki Sidekick Excellent condition, 48K, $9,000 Call 686-0567.
HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1 -

800-719-3001 ext4558
IBM Aptiva Desktop Computer-good
condition. 266 Mhz, 4 GB. $600 obo
Call 372-1685. leave a message.
Kenwood in dash CD player,
removable face. $75 or best offer
353 9495
Misc. apt lurniture for sale Dresser,
night stand, living room chair, love
seat Call Melody at 354-4084
Technics receiver & 5 disc CD player. 2 kill 15- speakers $450 2600827.

For Rent
"""""Go, a Place to Liver'!!"!!
Don't miss the
HOUSING FAIR
Tuesday, December 5
2:30-5:00pm
101 Olscamp
Speak with representatives
of local rental agencies
and related companies.

Co-sponsored by The BG News &
Hazel's Otl-Campus Student Center
"Starting end of Dec 2000"
Apts. efficiency or rooms avail.
Good rates avail 353-0325
1 Housemate needed, own roomNew house, clean Great loc nr.
Mercer 353-2301
1 subleaser needed for Spring 2001
Close to campus. $200/mo. * utilities Call 354-4184.

1 to 3 person-12 mo. leases only
Sieve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710
No calls after 8pm
BOWLING GREEN
COMMERCIAL SPACE
•3,200 sq ft.-1616E Wooster
Greenwood Cenlre, across from
BGSU stadium S Rt 75 $8 65/sq.
fl.-t cam/nnn
•2,200 sq. ft.-1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across Irom
BGSU stadium & Rt 75.
$8.65/sq ft - ♦ cam/nnn
-1,200 sq. ft.-Professional Office
Space. Convenient Location with
parking
•Industrial Lease-Will build to suit up
to 30.000 sq ft Woodbridge II at Rt
75.
Mecca Management Inc..

419-353-5800.
Charing Cross Apartments has short
term leases Call about our winter
time special 352-0590.
HOT TUB (share); separate studio
apt next door avail. Jan 1 3532301.
Houses 2001 - 2002
Still have houses available
Call lor Listings
Frobose Rentals - 352-9392
Large. 3 bdrm . fully turn apt. for
rent. Spring semester, call 3529593.
Professor will share large home with
graduate student or other prolessor,
large wooded lot, 2 wood burning
fire places; $275/ including utilities,
call 352-5523 after 7pm and leave
message
ROOMMATE WANTED
For large 2 bdrm apt., 241 S
Church SI «A (old Victorian house,
hardwood floors, high ceilings,
porch, yard, cat. etc ). Have your
own bdrm . share kitchen, living &
dining room (turn ) Starting Jan. 3
until Aug 3, 2001 lease renewable
$275 incl all util Contact Leevke at
353-8702 or leevkemareikeQhotmail com.
___^_
Subleaser needed for clean, spacious. 1 bdrm apt Great location.
Call Erin at 353-1762
Subleasers needed lor spnng and
summer. 2 bed, grad housing, new.
spacious, storage, parking, dose to
campus Call 352-3954 or David «
354-6036.

18TH ANNUAL

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

The president's perspective
University President Sidney Ribeau
doesn't talk about the technology
infrastructure
project only in
terms of construction and cable,
switches and

Dr. Sidney Ribeau

More important is how those
things come
together to create

necessary as the work continues,
especially during the conversion to the
new data network and preparations for
the October 2001 conversion to the new
phone system, he said.
The next challenge will be planning
the applications of an infrastructure that
will be second to none in Ohio and one
of the best in the region, the president
said.The network being created "will lead
to things we couldn't have imagined," he
said, calling it "extremely important to

new capabilities in instruction, adminis-

the future of the University." But the

tration and research, the president said

questions now are how to use it effectively and how to provide the support
services to help faculty, staff and students make thejransition.

Nov. 29.
The project's progress has been
remarkable, particularly given its
pervasive nature and complexity, he told
BGsupernet's General Advisory Group,
whose members represent virtually all
areas of the campus community.
Ribeau attributed the progress in
part to cooperation, a University core
value he said the project has epitomized.
That "model of collaboration" will remain

FAIR

Most students, he predicted, will be
among those people who, with assistance, will quickly grasp the new possibilities. And he added his hope that
some of the applications will benefit
those same students, through availability
of online transcripts and other sen/ices
that will keep students from having to
wait in long lines.

BGSU

TUESDAY DEC. 5,2000
101 OLSCAMP HALL
2:30-5:00 PM

